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Imbono (Vision) | We’ll remember the heroes of our land of birth, clothed in the attire of our
people, upon our return to them to witness the dancing hooves as our horses
compete. Our women ululate and the men stomp (traditional dancing) Mares
stampede as we turn the tide to return the tradition where it was born.
Izenzo (Mission) | It is the strength begotten on the Sunday (from our faith) that keeps us going.
It takes much effort, but we shall rise to the occasion and do for ourselves.
In support of our unwavering love for horse racing.
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Horse owners are instructed,
by Mr Bidi on how to register
their horses for the race.
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Amaqhirha - Doctors
Amayeza - Medicines
Bherhi - A Thoroughbred horse
Mdyarho - A horse racing event (from the Afrikaans word jag)
Umhambo - A style of riding known in English as ‘trippling’ or ‘racking’
(related to a number of isiXhosa words referring to travelling
or journeys)
Umkhwelo - In the context of this report umkhwelo refers to long-distance
endurance horse races (from the verb -khwela meaning to
ride or climb on)
Umphalo - a kind of horse race in which a horse gallops as fast as
possible towards the finish line (apparently derived from the
word ‘pole’ in reference to the winning post and used in the
sense of “the first past the post wins”)
A boy leads a horse to the track
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Rhodes University, Grahamstown was awarded the tender by
the Eastern Cape Gambling and Betting Board, and a Service
Level Agreement was duly signed. The research was undertaken
over an eight (8) week period from March to May 2013 and
was titled “The Status of Traditional Horse Racing (THR) in
the Eastern Cape.”
Qualitative research methodologies were used in the process
of data collection. These included in-depth interviews and
direct observations. Initially a questionnaire was used to guide
interviews based on the activities specified by the ECGBB.
Attending races was found to be the most effective method
in obtaining information, and provided opportunities for much
direct observation.
Historically Xhosa men raced on oxen as a form of
entertainment at social gatherings. Horses were introduced
into South Africa in the early 19th century and replaced oxen
as a mode of transport, for use in combat and, initially only in
the southern areas, for racing at cultural events for entertainment
and prestige. It was only in the second half of the 19th century
that the term mdyarho was used to describe a horse race,
when the amaXhosa raced against Settlers.
The researchers found THR occurring in most Local
Municipalities of the Amathole and OR Tambo Districts, and
in the bordering Local Municipalities of Chris Hani and Alfred
Nzo Districts. Three styles of mdyarho are practiced; umphalo
(turf/speed/galloping racing), umhambo (trippling) and umkhwelo
(speed endurance racing). Umhambo is the preferred style in
the northern parts of the Eastern Cape. Numerous tracks
have been established in villages. The race track is the only
infrastructure that exists at the race venue. Tracks usually occur
on communal land surrounding the village.
Horses used are Eastern Cape (EC) Horses (also called
indigenous or Xhosa horses), Thoroughbreds and a cross-
breed (EC Horse crossed with a faster breed) and are managed
by the owners of the horses. All horses are used in umphalo
and umkhwelo racing, but only EC Horses are used in umhambo
racing. EC Horses and cross-breeds are usually bred locally
and Thoroughbreds are bought off the racing yards of Port
Elizabeth and Durban. Races are organised by Horse Racing
Clubs (mainly in the southern areas of the Eastern Cape) and
Horse Racing Associations (mainly in the northern areas of
the Eastern Cape). Races occur almost weekly, mostly on
Saturdays and public holidays. Jockeys of umphalo and umkhwelo
racing are usually boys or young men of lighter weight, and
mostly from within the horse-owning family, whereas umhambo
jockeys are usually older men. Tack (saddles and bridles) and
the attire of the jockeys varies considerably.
THR is a cultural and traditional practice or sport, with distinctive
training methods, riding styles, rules of the sport and horse
care methods. It has been developed over the past one and
a half centuries by the people of these areas. It should thus be
regarded as part of the indigenous knowledge system of the
region. THR is still viewed by the people involved as a socio-
cultural event that is for entertainment, that carries with it
great prestige, and as a celebration within a significant cultural
or other event. It remains predominantly male in terms of
horse owners and riders.
SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE
The Eastern Cape Gambling and Betting Board advertised a tender for research assessing and auditing the status
of traditional horse racing in the Eastern Cape. The term ‘traditional horse racing’ (THR) is used for convenience
but covers a range of horse racing events, not all of which are ‘traditional’. The term, within the research and this
report, is used to denote all horse racing in the Eastern Cape which lies outside of the formal gambling horse racing
industry which is localised to Port Elizabeth.
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No organised betting or gambling takes place at these races,
with only occasional private wagers between horse owners,
although it was reported that betting did occur about a decade
or two ago at some of the bigger races. Entrance fees per
horse per race are paid and this is allocated to administration,
judges and prize money for the winning horses.
Government departments and the private sector have expressed
an interest in supporting and promoting THR. Support in the
form of the development of basic infrastructure at race venues
(railings along the tracks, shelters for both horses and spectators,
and water supplies), and assistance with information on horse
breeding, horse care and management, and transport to races,
is needed and would be beneficial in assisting the sport. The
development of a professional race track and associated
infrastructure was also suggested.
In terms of policy and legislation, the research determined that
THR is currently not guided by any current legislation or
policies, but is mainly organised through traditional knowledge
passed on through generations in horse owning families. Race
venues are also not specifically protected in terms of local
municipal planning and zoning.
Provincial Government has expressed an interest in developing
and promoting THR as a tourism product. The research indicated
the potential for tourism as a local tourism project in the
marketing of cultural festivals and events, and at some of the
larger races where other cultural activities could be introduced.
Development of the venue at Tsolo Junction could be a
possibility, and this would also assist in developing tourism
along the Wild Coast.
People playing soccer while waiting for the race
at Tsolo Junction to begin
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The current research produced a baseline assessment of the
status of THR. The final recommendations to the ECGBB,
included:
1. A thorough investigation should be carried out into the
Indigenous Knowledge System that currently drives and
controls Traditional Horse Racing with a view to assessing
the potential for protecting THR under Indigenous
Knowledge Systems law. This should include the origins
and functioning of the clubs and associations that currently
manage traditional horse racing events, the development
of racing styles and events, and management styles associated
with the jockeys, and horse care and training, .
2. The associations involved in mdyarho should be encouraged
to cooperate further with each other in arranging fixtures.
3. Training workshops, introducing new methods for the
monitoring of jockey training and horse care and
management, and based on the systems currently in place
through traditional knowledge, should be developed and
implemented.
4. Training and education sessions on the content and
implementation of relevant legislation that requires regulation
should be established, possibly through animal welfare
organisations working the region.
5. Support in the form of financial assistance with basic
infrastructure development at venues, transport to races
and improved jockey and horse management is required.
6. The establishment of a pilot project for the development
of venues could be implemented.  This should be done in
such a manner as to avoid centralising the sport, and with
a view to the standardised development of all major venues.
This would need to be identified through a more thorough
investigation of all current venues.
7. An assessment of the potential for supplying the racing
associations with water tanks and marquees for use at
race events.
8. Relevant government departments and municipalities
should be appraised of the extent of THR to ensure the
inclusion of THR in their economic and social development
plans.
9. A more detailed investigation into how Traditional Horse
Racing can be developed as  an appropriate and equitable
tourism product should be conducted.
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Rhodes University The Status of Traditional Horse Racing
in the Eastern Cape
A joung jockey and horse are led to the umphalo starting line after registration
Mr Bidi, Secretary of the OR Tambo HRA, addresses the crowd
gathered at Malungeni with the Chairman, Mr Madiba,
standing behind him.
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1 Soga, T.B., Intlalo ka Xhosa (Lovedale Press, 1974) p. 143
2 Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South Africa
(Wits University Press, 2010) p. 20
3 Ibid, p. 79
4 Ibid, p. 252
5 See Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South
Africa (Wits University Press, 2010), Chp. 5
6 Interview with Mr Bikitsha, 1 April 2013
Traditional Horse Racing has been defined as “a traditional
socio-cultural activity or sport, which includes traditional
horsemanship and does not fall directly under any
legislation or regulatory body.”
In terms of the research mandate, the research was only conducted
in the Eastern Cape Province, though Traditional Horse Racing
does extend outside the borders of the Eastern Cape.
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The research brief from ECGBB specified the following
services to be rendered:
i. Investigate the extent of traditional horseracing
in the Eastern Cape, in other words, where it is
practiced, how it is practiced and how it is managed.
ii. Establish the drivers or intricacies of Traditional
Horse Racing within the Eastern Cape Province.
iii. Investigate how the horses are managed (breeding,
health care, general management of horses) in
those areas where traditional horse racing is being
practiced.
iv. Establish the existence or non-existence of
associations or formal or informal structures
associated with Traditional Horse Racing within
the Eastern Cape Province, including the
responsibilities and activities of these associations.
v. Establish whether traditional horse racing is viewed
or seen as a traditional sport, and not for
competitive purposes, or recreational activity to
showcase horses from different communities and
owners.
vi. Investigate whether there is betting that is taking
place during Traditional Horse Racing and how
the betting is taking place and being managed
during events.
vii. Investigate whether there is a need for support
and what type of support is required for Traditional
Horse Racing, what kind of support might required,
and who should provide such support..
viii. Investigate and establish policy development
interventions that may be required to support
Traditional Horse Racing if there is a need for
such interventions.  The policy interventions must
also outline clear policy and legislative regimes to
be utilised to ensure appropriate and sustainable
interventions, including the potential for regulation
if there will be betting and gambling during
Traditional Horse Racing events.
ix. Investigate Traditional Horse Racing as a tourism
product.
x. Submit a report to the ECGBB regarding the
research conducted which illustrates the issues
raised in sub-paragraphs 3.1.1 to 3.1.9 of the
Service Level Agreement (SLA).
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Registering for a race
Competitors heading for the race
start positions
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1 Soga, T.B., Intlalo ka Xhosa (Lovedale Press, 1974) p. 143
2 Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South Africa
(Wits University Press, 2010) p. 20
3 Ibid, p. 79
4 Ibid, p. 252
5 See Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South
Africa (Wits University Press, 2010), Chp. 5
6 Interview with Mr Bikitsha, 1 April 2013
Stakeholder participants were identified through an
extensive review of available press on THR and, in some
cases, were traced through contacts provided by the
ECGBB and a range of other informants.
After contacting these participants, the majority of participants
were then traced through a ‘gate-keeper’ or ‘snow-balling’ method,
where one participant provided access to another. Many participants
were found at THR events.
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The time frame for the research was set at eight (8)
weeks from 15th March 2013 to 15 May 2013
Qualitative research methodologies were used in the
process of data collection. These included in-depth
interviews and direct observations.
An initial questionnaire, developed by the research
team, guided the first round of interviews. This
questionnaire was based on the terms of reference
provided by the ECGBB. The researchers conducted
subsequent interviews in a similar way, but asked more
specific questions related to various topics requiring
clarification as they became more familiar with the
subject.
Stakeholder participants were identified through an
extensive review of available press on THR and, in
some cases, were traced through contacts provided
by the ECGBB and a range of other informants.  After
contacting these participants, the majority of participants
were then traced through a ‘gate-keeper’ or ‘snow-
balling’ method, where one participant provided access
to another.  Many participants were found at THR
events.
The most successful avenue for accessing participants
was by attending races. This allowed an opportunity
to meet with many stakeholders at a time, and also
to observe and become involved in the events. This
enabled the contextualising of data gathered through
the interview processes.
The researchers conducted interviews with individuals
and groups of people. These included horse owners,
race organisers, horse racing clubs, spectators, jockeys
and Traditional Horse Racing associations. The
researchers conducted interviews with sixty-one (61)
people. Many other  people offered information on
particular topics and some asked questions, which
allowed the researchers to develop their interview
methods and better understand the concerns of
stakeholders.
Information was also gathered from sources which
currently provide support for the sport and that could
provide further information on a potential path of
development for the sport. Contact was thus
established with:
• Department of Arts and Culture
• Amathole District Municipality
• Nyandeni Local Municipality
• The Eastern Cape Horse Care Unit
• Barn Yard Stables (Mthatha)
• Eastern Cape Department of Economic Affairs
and Tourism (DEAT)
• Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism Agency
• Eastern Cape House of Traditional Leaders
An attempt was made to contact the Eastern Cape
Development Corporation to establish the results of
a “Feasibility Study” they conducted on developing
Traditional Horse Racing. This attempt was unfortunately
unsuccessful within the constraints of the time-frame
of the research.
Appendix 1 provides a list of the role players and
stakeholders contacted and interviewed.
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Horses being warmed up on  a cold race day at Tsolo Junction
Smiles at the winners circle during a cold
race day at Tsolo Junction
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1 Soga, T.B., Intlalo ka Xhosa (Lovedale Press, 1974) p. 143
2 Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South Africa
(Wits University Press, 2010) p. 20
3 Ibid, p. 79
4 Ibid, p. 252
5 See Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South
Africa (Wits University Press, 2010), Chp. 5
6 Interview with Mr Bikitsha, 1 April 2013
Prior to commencement of the research, a literature
review was conducted in an attempt to gather existing
information.
No published literature on Traditional Horse Racing was found.
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A range of  press and other media articles were
located through internet searches, but did not contain
enough information to establish a foundation for
understanding THR.
A film, King Naki and the Thundering Hooves (2011),
directed by film maker, Tim Wege for Plexus Films was
obtained and viewed by the research team.
 A review on the history of horses in South Africa
and the Eastern Cape was conducted and this
information was used in conjunction with information
gathered in interviews to construct a fuller picture of
the development of the sport.
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Women in traditional attire dance at a race at Tsolo Junction
The start of an umphalo race
in heavy rain
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1 Soga, T.B., Intlalo ka Xhosa (Lovedale Press, 1974) p. 143
2 Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South Africa
(Wits University Press, 2010) p. 20
3 Ibid, p. 79
4 Ibid, p. 252
5 See Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South
Africa (Wits University Press, 2010), Chp. 5
6 Interview with Mr Bikitsha, 1 April 2013
Within these divergences a common thread
can be drawn which clearly demonstrates a
single sport at the heart of its various forms
in the province. In order to understand these
threads and how they fit together to make the
single, dynamic and thriving sporting tradition
described in this report, it is necessary to briefly
discuss our preliminary understanding of how
the current state of traditional horse racing
emerged.
The Introduction of Horses
This process started even before horses had arrived
in the Eastern Cape. In early encounters with settlers
it is recorded that the Southern Xhosa rode into
combat mounted on oxen.  T.B. Soga1 noted that there
were two types of oxen, one of which was specifically
for racing. It has also been noted in earlier reports
that the Khoi to the South also rode oxen. Considering
that groups living in present day Kwazulu Natal and
Lesotho had no oxen riding tradition that the research
team is aware of, it is reasonable to assume that the
amaXhosa learnt this skill from the Khoi.2
Horses arrived in the province later. They were brought
by settlers and, because of their speed and agility, were
highly sought after by the Khoi, baSotho and amaXhosa
seeking to better repel the mounted and armed British
and Boers. In 1820, the amaXhosa on the Southern
Frontier with the British had no horses. By 1846 they
had a mounted military unit of at least 7000 soldiers.3
In 26 years horses had rapidly spread  throughout the
area.
It is hypothesised that these horses initially came from
Boer sources, possibly Boer arms dealers who sold
horses along with weapons to the amaXhosa.4
However, the horses currently found in the province
appear to exhibit various characteristics of various
breeds of horses. It is believed that these characteristics
are derived from the numerous breeds of horses
brought to South Africa in vast numbers for use in
the Boer War.5 This unstable ‘breed’ of horse is referred
to by a number of terms including African Horse,
Indigenous Horse and Xhosa horse, none of which
are entirely applicable. Within this report these horses
are referred to as the Eastern Cape (EC) Horse.
Traditional Horse Racing
Prior to the introduction of horses, oxen were used
as a mode of transportation. During this period it
seems that the tradition of racing began. Whenever
people would gather, whether it was for a wedding,
or a coronation, or noqalinkundla, a race would be
arranged. Anecdotal reports suggest that a pot of
beer would be placed at a certain point and the men
would race to the pot. The first person to reach the
pot would keep the beer.6
Importantly, this was a form of entertainment at social
gatherings. People did not meet to race. They would
meet for another reason, such as a coronation, and
race at those gatherings. The oxen were clad in
traditional costumes and ridden in a race around the
venue. After horses had replaced oxen as a mode of
transport, the traditional practice of racing continued
 with horses.
At this stage there was no term in isiXhosa for a
horse racing event, because it was not the practice
for people to gather specifically to race horses. But
during the second half of the 19th Century it has
been suggested that the Southern Xhosa began to
engage in races with Settlers. From these encounters
of racing with settlers came the term mdyarho, from
the word ‘to chase’ (which is in turn derived from the
Dutch and Afrikaans word jag).
Traditional Horse Racing in the Eastern Cape, in many
ways, defies classification.
It involves divergent practices, forms and rules, and has various
associations, management structures and kinds of horses, which
makes it difficult to conveniently fit it into any conventional
understanding of a single sport.
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Mdyarho
These early mdyarho races were high speed races (in a
style of riding known as umphalo) carried out in the
Southern amaXhosa districts. Mdyarho, an event specifically
organised to race horses, was not carried out in the
northern areas of the Eastern Cape at this stage. In these
Northern districts the old form of the horse racing tradition
was maintained. Along with this old form of the racing
tradition was the umhambo style based on the ‘trippling’
style of the Boer riders. This distinctly Xhosa style of riding
was considered the main art of horse riding in the Northern
areas of the Eastern Cape and Southern Kwazulu Natal.
It is still a common style at major cultural gatherings.
In the early 20th Century, an Englishman named M.P.
Moore established Moore’s Post Trading Store in the
Qumbu area. He was a fan of English Thoroughbreds and
the English racing tradition and began organising a race
each year on December 26th at a site near his store.7
This race was organised as an event for the people in the
area and it was apparently the first incidence of having a
race for its own sake in the northern districts. It also was
the first encounter many people had in that area of
umphalo races. Moore also began to organise umhambo
races at these events to further encourage local
participation, and would sponsor blankets from his trading
store as prizes. This was a very important event, because
it was the first instance of mdyarho in the northern areas.
It was also the earliest known instance of umhambo being
used at an mdyarho event. From the 1950s there are
accounts of Xhosa men purchasing Thoroughbreds from
English residents for racing. Women have only very recently
begun to purchase Thoroughbreds.
7 Interview with Mr Bikitsha, 1 April 2013.
What began as a simple form of entertainment at social gatherings over two centuries
ago has, through the influence of the shifting social and political conditions over time,
become a thriving sport in its own right.
Rhodes University The Status of Traditional Horse Racing
in the Eastern Cape
Umhambo horses approach the finish line
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Umphalo and umhambo
There is little doubt that the most popular style of the
northern parts of the Eastern Cape  is umhambo, while
in the southern areas it is umphalo. In the Hewu district,
located in the  southern areas, the umhambo has long
been the preferred style, while as far north as Engcobo
the umphalo style predominates. A possible explanation
is that in the Hewu district races seem to be mainly
associated with cultural gatherings, rather than mdyarho
as it is understood in the rest of the province. This may
indicate that umhambo is an older style which was gradually
replaced by umphalo through the development of mdyarho.
But this is still a little understood point which requires
further research. What is clear is that mdyarho developed
in the southern frontier areas and spread north. In the
early years of the 20th Century it was introduced in
Qumbu (via Moore’s Post Trading Store) and incorporated
umhambo, from where it again spread out and gained
massive popularity in the northern areas.
The colonial policy of establishing “Native Reserves,” and
later the homeland policies of the apartheid government,
had a further impact on mdyarho by dividing the Xhosa
‘culture’ between the areas which were to become the
Transkei and the Ciskei. It has been noted that mdyarho
is rare in the region between these areas (the Great Kei
municipality, for example). This has led to divergent
organisation and management styles in the two areas. In
the two decades since the demise of the apartheid system,
the two regions have started to converge in mdyarho
practices and the popularity of the sport has grown
considerably with various different fixtures organised by
clubs and associations (see page 11-12) attracting tens of
thousands of spectators each year.
What began as a simple form of entertainment at social
gatherings over two centuries ago has, through the influence
of the shifting social and political conditions over time,
become a thriving sport in its own right. It is the current
state of this sport that is discussed in this report.
1 Soga, T.B., Intlalo ka Xhosa (Lovedale Press, 1974) p. 143
2 Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South Africa
(Wits University Press, 2010) p. 20
3 Ibid, p. 79
4 Ibid, p. 252
5 See Swart, S., Riding High: Horses, Humans and History in South
Africa (Wits University Press, 2010), Chp. 5
6 Interview with Mr Bikitsha, 1 April 2013
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A young jockey races ahead while his fallen
competitor’s horse follows
Horses and vendors wait patiently as spectators enjoy a race
at Tsolo Junction
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The Extent of
Traditional Horse Racing
in the Eastern Cape
People gathering, waiting for the horse races to begin
An Eastern Cape horse waiting to race
at Tsolo Junction
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In the Amathole District Municipality, THR occurs in
the Local Municipalities of Ngqushwa (Peddie), Mbashe
(Idutywa), Nkonkobe (Fort Beaufort/Alice), Amahlathi
(Kieskammahoek), Mnquma (Butterworth/Centane)
and Buffalo City Metropole (King Williams Town).
In the Chris Hani District Municipality, THR occurs in
Lukanji (Whittlesea/Hewu District), Engcobo (Engcobo)
and Intsika Yethu (Cofimvaba) Local Municipalities.
In the Oliver Tambo District Municipality THR occurs
in Mhlontlo (Tsolo/Qumbu), King Sabata Dalindyebo,
Nyandeni, Mbizana, Port St Johns, Ingquza and
Ntabankulu Local Municipalities, as well as in the
Umzimvubu Municipality of Alfred Nzo District
Municipality.
Horse racing is widespread across the areas of the
Eastern Cape which have a long history of being under
traditional administration.
The  research covered the Amathole District Municipality, Oliver
Tambo District Municipality, the lower areas of Chris Hani District
Municipality and the lower areas of the Alfred Nzo District
Municipality.
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Figure 1: Figure showing the District and Local Municipal areas of the Eastern Cape
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Horses arriving, one wearing a beaded necklace
Horses are led towards the finish line for pre-race
registration with fans chanting them along
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8 The traditional name of the Hewu District
Traditional Use
In the strictly cultural setting, horse races take on the
role of entertainment (sometimes alongside a number
of other ‘traditional games’) for gatherings of many
kinds. However, the use of horses at cultural gatherings
has waned somewhat over the last half century and
the inclusion of a race at a social or cultural gathering
is largely at the discretion of the hosts. This should be
considered in terms of the shifting role of horses in
rural areas of the Eastern Cape. Whereas a century
ago horses were the primary mode of transportation,
this is no longer the case. While in some areas horses
retain their position as the primary mode of transport,
there is no longer any guarantee that horses will be
present at a gathering. Often, should the hosts wish
to have a horse race, they will have to specifically
organise the presence of horses and jockeys.
Horse owners or clubs will respond to calls by others
in their communities to provide entertainment at
culturally significant events. These horse owners will
accept food and refreshments, and sometimes
accommodation, in exchange for bringing their horses
and “playing” for the guests. This is purely for
entertainment purposes, but is also seen as the culturally
‘correct’ kind of entertainment by many. A number of
racing clubs specialise in providing this kind of
entertainment.
In some areas, such as the Hewu District, horse racing
is largely restricted to cultural festivals (such as
coronations) and important events (such as opening
new schools, clinics or, as was the case recently, a
shearing shed). There are no horse racing clubs,
associations or organisations which organise mdyarho.
The festivals are usually organised by one of the
numerous Princes, and racing forms a part of them.
Often the festivals include a group of traditional
dancers (Zulukama8 Traditional Dancers), traditional
beer and sometimes the showing of cows, bulls and
sheep. This type of festival is similar to the Agricultural
Shows as they were held in the 1900s. They only use
EC horses and prefer the umhambo style. Horses will
“tripple” around a circular track in non-competitive
races. Watching the horses perform provides
excitement and entertainment at the event. Horses
that haven't yet been taught umhambo will sometimes
also join the race (an indication of the non-competitive
nature of the cultural events). On very special occasions,
horses from all over the District come to the festival
and there can be up to 60 horses at such an event.
The race for the Ntaba Kandoda Annual Festival held
to celebrate the spiritual mountain of Ntaba Kandoda
near Rabula Village is also organised by the festival
organisers who will approach the nearby club to
provide horses.
Race Styles
The general Xhosa term for a horse racing event is
mdyarho and three styles are practiced:
Umphalo (speed, turf or galloping races)
Distances of 800m, 1000, 1200m and 1400m are run
in umphalo races, and there are no rules regarding the
style of riding. It is a simple galloping race based on
speed where the first horse to cross the finish line
wins. Thoroughbreds, Cross breeds and EC horses
can enter these races, but they are usually separated
with each kind of horse having its own race. In the
northern areas of the province, these horses are
usually younger than those used in umhambo and the
jockeys are usually boys (some very young).
Thoroughbreds are always run in the umphalo style.
In umphalo racing, 6 horses are usually permitted per
race and there are 3 judges at the finish line to note
first, second and third places. If there are more horses
- usually not more than 10 - a fourth judge is
commissioned to catch 4th place.
There are several varieties of practices and levels of
organisation.
From small ad hoc races, to bi-monthly races organised by racing
clubs, to large fixtures involving several hundred horses and
spectators. It is extremely popular and widespread.
14
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Umhambo (trippling races)
In this traditional Xhosa style, horses are taught how to “tripple.”
This is a fast trot in which horses lift their front legs up to chest
height. This style is equivalent to “racking” in American Saddler
Horses and was most likely derived from the trippling style
used by Boer horsemen in the 19th Century. Only EC horses
are used for this racing.
The distance of these races is usually longer than those of the
umphalo races and there are specific rules which vary slightly
across the Eastern Cape. It is generally accepted that the horse
must maintain the umhambo style throughout the race. If a
horse breaks into another gait then that horse will be disqualified
from the race.
Certain associations and mdyarho management organisations
will include a referee for umhambo races. The referee will ride
alongside the track, either on a horse or in a car, and ensure
that the style is correctly maintained throughout the race.
Horses and jockeys are usually trained for umphalo races before
they learn umhambo, thus the horses used in umhambo are
generally older than those used in umphalo. Similarly, the jockeys
are usually adult men.
This style of riding is understood to be the ‘true’ form of Xhosa
horsemanship by many in the north of the Eastern Cape. It is
the preferred style at cultural gatherings in the Hewu District.
Umkhwelo (endurance races)
Umkhwelo (or long race) is a form of endurance race which
takes place over a distance of between 5.5 and 7km. Only EC
horses were used for this racing until recently because they are
perceived as having greater stamina, but cross-breeds are now
also used. There are no rules regarding safety wear and all the
horses begin the race together. The judge and spectators are
situated at the finish line. People are positioned along the route
to direct jockeys. It was reported that on occasion horses
collapse and sometimes die during the race, which could be
attributed to the horses not being fit enough for the distance.
On some occasions, the long race is preceded by 1000 and
1400m turf races. Thoroughbreds, EC horses and cross-breeds
can all enter.
Entry fee is R400 for an Umkhwelo race, which is substantially
higher than for all other races. The reason given was that it was
a longer race. Umkhwelo races are held every second month
with an annual event in May, where all race clubs (including
those from the north) are invited. This annual race has been
sponsored by a businessman from King Williams Town for the
past few years. Umkhwelo is only practiced from September to
May. Horse owners reported that the horses do not perform
well in the cold winter weather.
This form of racing was found in the southern areas and, while
it may occur sporadically in the north, its presence was not
noted.
Finishing line at a 1400m turf race
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Catergorising horses into classes
Horses in umphalo and umhambo races are divided into categories
to ensure fairness in the race. Horses will compete against
other horses in their own age group.
Generally, horses are categorised into classes by inspecting their
teeth to determine their age. If the teeth are all level at the
gum, the horse is a year or younger. After a year, the teeth start
to “drop”. When two top and two bottom teeth have dropped,
the horse is between one and three years and if more have
dropped, the horse is older. There are usually people tasked
specifically with inspecting the horses’ teeth at mdyarho events,
though there are frequently vigorous disagreements between
these inspectors regarding the age of the horses in question.
These categories are also not strictly adhered to. If, for example,
a young horse performs very well in its age group it may rise
to the higher category in the same way as a 16 year old soccer
player may rise to the adult professional team should the player
be talented enough.
Venues and tracks
There are several venues used for mdyarho found throughout
the areas the researchers covered. These venues and race tracks
are almost always found on communal land administered by
traditional authorities. In the southern areas permanent tracks
are sometimes marked off with painted white stones. In the
northern areas a track is graded and marked off by digging a
ridge alongside the track. The various starting points are marked
off with large stones placed every 200 meters, from the 800m
mark to the end of the track (usually 1 800m from the finish
line, which is marked off by two posts).
The tracks are usually the only infrastructure found at the
venues, and are dictated by the geography of the venue. Thus
some tracks are straight, some circular and others curved. Some
tracks are flat, while others have inclines and declines. Some
people consider the variations in tracks to be an important
part of the sport because it “keeps the races interesting.”
Only one umkhwelo track was identified. This was in Tyusha
village, near King Williams Town, although reportedly an endurance
race is held as part of the Ntaba Kandoda Festival (September)
in Rabula Village.
Horse owners or clubs will respond to calls by others in their communities
to provide entertainment at culturally significant events. These horse owners
will accept food and refreshments, and sometimes accommodation, in
exchange for bringing their horses and “playing” for the guests.
16
A group of riders from Qumbu riding
to Tsolo to race
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Thoroughbred horses running a race in Mount Frere
Masibambane Racing Club, Pirie Mission
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Traditional Horse Racing, as noted in Section 4, has
probably been in existence for around 150 years.
Horses were owned by some families and the family
would arrange a race with another family for a
particular socio-cultural event. Associations or clubs
consisting of horse owners from villages within close
proximity to each other developed in some areas.
Usually that proximity was not more than 20kms
away as this is the furthest distance most people
will “walk” their horses for an event. In some cases,
however, horses travel much greater distances on
foot to reach race venues. Alternatively, owners use
some form of transport. If they don’t have their own
transport, they may hire or borrow a truck, horse
box or trailer.
The organising committee, whether of a club or an
association, will organise the venue and the sponsors.
It is their responsibility to set registration fees, decide
on the allocation of prize money, and pay administration
costs (such as judges or referees). They will also ensure
that other clubs are invited or that word spreads
properly about a race amongst members of their
association. In cases where there is government
sponsorship, there will often be a guest speaker or a
relevant government representative invited. Most
meetings and races begin with a prayer, and races are
conducted and administered by the organising
committee Chairman and Secretary from a vehicle
parked at the finish line. General association or club
notices and questions from the ‘floor’ are also presented
at this time. Minutes are captured by the organising
club or association’s secretary.
The owner of the horse is responsible for decisions
regarding the horse and jockey. It is thus the owners’
responsibility to ensure both horse and jockey are
“fit” to enter the race (discussed further in Section 8).
The decision of the owner is rarely questioned.
Occasionally, however, jockeys are warned by other
people if they hit the horse with a crop, whip or stick.
In certain organisations this is grounds for disqualification
or even suspension from the organisation. Whips,
sticks or crops are allowed but only to make a back-
and-forth movement and should not touch the horse.
Some jockeys carry their sticks in their mouths until
they are ready to use them, if they need them at all,
during the race.
Winnings at races are not limited to prizes of money
and sometimes goods will be sponsored (medicines,
saddles etc.). There are also a number of floating
trophies. These trophies are not necessarily won in
strictly set events and sometimes a trophy holder will
decide to “return the favour” at an umphalo race to
which he had invited horses from other Districts and
put the cup forward to challenge a new winner. This
gives an indication of the level of camaraderie involved
in the races.
Racing clubs
Racing clubs consisting of horse owners seem to have
been in existence for over a century. They are
particularly influential in the Southern parts of the
Eastern Cape, but occur across the province. These
clubs are not always limited to horse racing, but
organise horse races in the areas in which they exist
and beyond. Particularly in the South, they are also
involved in activities such as burials, and consist only
of men. However, It is notable that some local clubs
do now admit women. Six clubs were identified in the
Local Municipalities of Nkonkobe, Amahlathi, and in
Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality (BCM) that
have racing clubs as part of their activities. It is likely
that more clubs exist, but they were not encountered
during the research period. The Clubs were formed
between people within broader communities, usually
within about a 20km radius. The clubs consist of a
committee, a chairperson, a treasurer and a secretary.
Meetings are structured with an opening prayer,
welcome, items for discussion and closure. Minutes
are taken.
The owner of the horse is responsible for decisions
regarding the horse and jockey.
It is thus the owners’ responsibility to ensure both horse and
jockey are “fit” to enter the race. The decision of the owner is
rarely questioned.
18
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9 Meaning “uniting” or “unity”
Clubs identified and actively involved in traditional horse racing
in the southern research area include: Amajana Racing Club
(KwaNgqwele Village), Masibambane9 (Nkonkobe LM) (Mr
Mabayeka), Masikane (Kieskammahoek), Masikane (Ezeleni Village,
Amahlathi LM), Vukuzenzele (Nkonkobe LM), Masibambane
(Pirie Mission).
Reportedly, the Pirie Mission Masibambane Riding Club is the
‘mother body’ and all the other clubs in the South are branches
of it. This club has about 25 horse owners from 10 closely
situated villages (Ntonga Location, Mayipasie, Ziwahlem (3
situated in Nkonkobe LM) and Pirie Mission, Tyhusha, Nkosiyane,
Nakani, Muggesha, Mzinlghane and Mdingi in BCM). Each owner
has between two and seven horses each. Tyusha Village is one
of the villages where the endurance track is and each owner
usually takes two horses to the race and alternates horses
between races.
The responsibilities and activities consist of organising the date
of the next race, finding sponsors and inviting people from
other clubs. Sometimes, they will only race amongst themselves
while at other times they invite other horses to compete. They
will usually take turns in organising races. During the race, the
Chairperson is the host and announcer. He will also manage
the time the race starts and field any questions and debates
that arise during the event.
Entry fee is usually R155 per horse per race. R5 of each entry
gets given to the judge(s) and the starter, R50 to administrative
costs and the balance is combined and divided in the ratio 4:3:2
as winnings for events with 6 horses that have entered, and
4:3:2:1 where more than 6 horses have entered and a fourth
place is given. Sometimes, other prizes are also donated e.g.
50kg bags of horse pellets.
A designated starter will start the race by indicating in an agreed
upon manner - either dropping his hat, a stick or a whip. This
is quite an eventful time, especially in the umphalo races, as the
horses do not stand still and jockeys are continuously circling.
In some instances, horses start prematurely and have to return
to the starting position if they wish to race. The starter usually
walks to the start of the race with the horses and jockeys.
During the race, if a horse leaves the track and returns to the
track in front of the others, it is disqualified.
The northern areas also have local horse racing clubs, but their
position is different to those of the south. While in the south
Pirie Mission Masibambane club is the ‘mother body’ with
branches, in the north the clubs are not members of the larger
organisations. Horse owners are members of both the larger
organisations and their local clubs in a personal capacity. Generally
the northern clubs are only associated with horse racing and
have greatly varied levels of organisation. These local clubs, or
“village clubs” (as they are sometimes referred to), usually
compete in intra-club races, rather than against other clubs.
Their main function seems to be performances at cultural
gatherings where they “use their horses to demonstrate in
community functions.” In this way the more traditional practices
of THR are kept alive by the local clubs.
Larger organisations arrange fixtures which occur at venues of
which the local clubs are custodians (thus the local clubs
participate) and the majority of races are apparently not arranged
independently of these larger organisations in areas north of
iDutywa. Contacts in these local clubs are used to gather
participants in the race meetings of the associations. Thus a
representative of the association will call a member of a number
of local clubs to inform them of a fixture and the local club
member will notify other local horse owners of the upcoming
events.
The Eastern Cape Amateur Horse Racing
Association (ECAHRA)
The Eastern Cape Amateur Horse Racing Association was
formed approximately 15 years ago and appears to have been
the first attempt to consolidate race horse owners into a single
body in the Eastern Cape. It has a constitution, office bearers
and a fixed membership. Their fixtures are arranged at each
Annual General Meeting (AGM) and are spread throughout
the Eastern Cape. They host 14 events each year at 7 main
venues. These venues are at Umzimkhulu, Mount Frere, Qumbu,
iDutywa, Centane, Engcobo and Bhiso.
The categories at the races are only divided into distance, not
age. For Thoroughbreds the fee is R250, paid to the secretary
at the race meeting. R10 of each horse’s registration fee is given
to the ‘flag man’, the starter of the races. Four (4) races are
hosted in a day. These are 1000m, 1200m, 1400m and a second
1000m race for the winners of the other three races to
determine a grand champion of the day. Between the 2nd and
the 3rd race there will be a number of races for EC horses
which are not controlled by the organisation, but by the local
club or association with whom ECAHRA is co-hosting the
fixture. EC horses do not register, nor pay fees.
The only control exercised by ECAHRA over the EC horse
races is a requirement to adhere to their safety regulations.
Each horse must have a proper saddle and each jockey must
have a helmet and shoes to compete in their events. Furthermore,
the owners of horses which have clearly been abused will be
suspended from membership, as will those seen whipping their
horses during the events.
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Despite efforts, this organisation receives little or no funding
from the municipality and governmental organisations, and they
rely on private sponsorship. This organisation is smaller than
the OR Tambo HRA (see below) and serves a wider area, but
seems to fulfil a role beyond its size in horse racing in the
province.
ECAHRA was established by a group of Thoroughbred race
horse owners to facilitate and professionalise amateur
Thoroughbred racing in the Eastern Cape. However, at each
race there are often more EC horses than there are
Thoroughbreds. Therefore, while ECAHRA is largely seen as a
Thoroughbred association (by those in ECAHRA), its function
within THR is also to facilitate races of all kinds. ECAHRA
provides the impetus for many racing clubs in the Eastern Cape
to race. This is to the extent that in preparation for their AGM
(at which fixtures are set) it is not only the Thoroughbred
owners who receive invitations, but the numerous EC horse
racing clubs whose venues they use.
The OR Tambo Horse Racing Association
The OR Tambo Horse Racing Association specialises in EC
horses and operates in the northern areas of the province,
particularly (but not exclusively) the OR Tambo District. They
have a constitution, AGM and office bearers and have no official
membership. ‘Membership is “automatic” when you participate
in their events. Their circuit is organised throughout the year
and there is an understanding that certain areas will be used
at certain times of the year. For example, the Nyandeni
Municipality sponsors a race in their municipality on 21st March
each year and the venue will alternate between Malungeni and
Xulu (both in the Nyandeni Municipality).
Sponsorship comes mainly from the various levels of government
(local municipality, district municipality and provincial levels) and
most races will have a total prize money of between R10 000
and R20 000 divided between eight (8) races alternating
between umphalo and umhambo races. The first 4 horses in
each race receive winnings.
A registration fee of R205 is charged for each horse in an
umphalo race and R210 for an umhambo race. This is paid to
the secretary at the starting line and added to the winnings
pool. 10% of the registration fees are taken by the organization
to cover administration costs, though if the prize money is low
they will decide to leave this cut in the winnings pool.
The OR Tambo Horse Racing Association offers both umphalo
and umhambo races. Umphalo races are generally shorter than
the umhambo races, so the horses of two races will prepare to
start at a time. One set for an umphalo race and the other for
umhambo. A judge’s car will drive down to the umphalo starting
point and start that race, then drive down to the umhambo
starting line where it will start the race and drive back alongside
to watch for any horses breaking into another gait, in which
case they are disqualified.
Other than the referees of the race there are very few structures
in place. A horse may not run more than two races in a day
as this is considered abuse. There are no safety regulations for
jockeys, horses or spectators as these would be very difficult
to enforce.
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A cheque fro R10 000 in prize money from the Nyandeni Municipality
is shown to the crowd
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The OR Tambo Horse Racing Association is very well known
and its fixtures are well attended in the OR Tambo District. The
standardisation of rules and race-day formats have also greatly
contributed to the development of a unified mdyarho fraternity
in the area, as has their ability to raise funds through local and
district municipal sources. This has greatly incentivised participating
in their events and mdyarho in the district as a whole.
The main races on the OR Tambo HRA circuit are
Malungeni/Xulu, Tsolo, Ngqeleni, Mount Frere, Qumbu, Mount
Ayliff and Bizana. They will occasionally host a race further south
but say that they seldom go further south than Butterworth.
Ad hoc races
Races are not limited to those fixtures organised by the clubs
and associations listed above. Outside of the set fixtures of the
associations and club races, members, or private individuals,
may find private sponsorship (or sponsor a race in their personal
capacity) and call horse owners from their club or association
together for a race. If, for example, people feel that the length
of time between fixtures is too long, they will arrange an
additional race.
This seems to be an indicator of how the sport and its fixtures
developed. Many of the older races were traditional events,
such as the Ntaba Kandoda Annual Festival and the King Xolilizwe
Sigcawu Memorial Race at Nqadu Great Place, Idutywa. Some
others emerged very early and became entrenched in the
calendar, such as the 26th December Race in Qumbu. But these
fixtures were too far apart to satisfy enthusiasts so events were
organised for other available times such as Easter weekend,
New Year’s day, Heritage Day and other public holidays, as well
as events marking the opening of new infrastructure (such as
schools or clinics), awareness days or even after meetings where
horses and horse racing are discussed.
There are also several horse owners who are not involved with
the association or club races and simply gather on the weekend
to have a race. In many villages these ad hoc races occur every
Sunday.
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Proposed Traditional Horse Racing business
ventures
Masibambane Race Club and Multi-Purpose Primary
Cooperative
The members of this organisation were originally involved in
Traditional Horse Racing and were amongst the founding
members of the Eastern Cape Amateur Horse Racing Association.
Their personal motivation was to establish a Xhosa owned and
managed professional horse racing venue i.e. to duplicate what
they describe as “white-owned” professional Thoroughbred
racing. They reportedly left Traditional Horse Racing in order
to pursue this vision. Although their focus is on Thoroughbred
racing, they also plan to make allowance for umhambo riders
so they don’t exclude the northern riders. They have selected
a site in Berlin, near East London, after rejecting 4 other sites.
The proposed multi-purpose centre will include a race track
with a stadium, stables, a horse veterinary hospital, a training
centre for horses and jockeys, a 4-star hotel and areas for
vendors.
Their key motivations for establishing this centre include:
• The construction of a formal racetrack to prevent serious
injuries to horses and jockeys.
• Owning a professional venue where historically
disadvantaged people have an economic opportunity and
can engage in skills development.
• Developing an education and training centre available to
people so they can learn and obtain necessary horsemanship
and jockey skills.
The members are also interested in “uplifting” the status of
donkeys and promoting their care and use. They plan to having
training facilities for proper harness and cart building.
Mafumana Race Course
Members of this business wish to develop the Tsolo Junction
race course into a large, professional facility akin to those found
in the major metropoles.
This would include:
• Shops, a TAB hall and accommodation facilities
• A Stadium with 45000 seating capacity
• Annual racehorse auctions, and
• A professional track with stables.
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Hewu District’s circular race track
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Eastern Cape horses
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Breeding
EC horses appear to be a mix of Arabian , draft horses,
boerperd, cob and saddler. The exact origin is not yet
fully understood (see Section 4). They are small to
medium sized horses (13 - 15 hands) and generally
very strong. EC horses are usually bred within the
villages, sometimes using a stallion from another village.
The mare is usually taken to the stallion. EC horses
are also normally bought and sold locally. Stallions are
usually gelded by a local farmer or horse owner that
has learnt the skill from his predecessors. It is done
without anaesthetic, painkiller or after treatment.
In the southern areas, ‘cross breeds’ are a cross between
an EC horse and a Thoroughbred, while in the north
a ‘cross breed’ may refer to a cross between a number
of breeds (often said to be from Kwazulu Natal). A
few mixed breeds are bought in Lesotho, as are some
Basotho horses. The breeding of cross-breed mares
with selected stallions is now common. They are  often
referred to as “upgraded” horses, which are better for
speed. There are reportedly two breeders in the south
that breed cross-breeds for the local people.
Thoroughbreds are bought in private sales from the
formalised Thoroughbred racing sector and are not
bred by those involved in THR. These Thoroughbreds
are usually bought ‘off the track’ (race horses sold
after running only a few races and not performing, or
horses which are retiring, which is generally at a young
age. These are usually always geldings as mares and
stallions tend to go to stud) in Port Elizabeth and
Durban.
Thoroughbreds are found in small numbers throughout
the Eastern Cape and, unlike EC horses, they are
sometimes purchased by women (though this is still
quite rare). They will generally gather to race at
ECAHRA events. Because the cost is higher, the
Thoroughbred owners are usually in an above average
economic income bracket and, generally speaking,
horse care is usually more accessible to the owner.
Thoroughbreds are commonly referred to as Bherhi,
in the southern areas. There are reportedly only about
six Thoroughbreds in the southern areas. Many do
not race often as transport is required to get horses
to the race venues. One owner, Mr Tsewu from
Xhakwane Village near King William’s Town, owns a
thoroughbred, but only races it in the north.
Foals are left with the mother and for the first year
are not trained at all. During the second year training
begins by grooming and working with the horse.
During the third or fourth year the horses start being
trained under saddle. It seems that each owner has
a particular way of training their horses, although in
some areas, there are at least two or three “experts.”
They are usually older men, passing on the skills to
the younger boys and men. It is often an obligation
that expertise in horses is passed on to younger
members of the family or community.
Health Care
Owners all reported to use allopathic (“western”)
veterinary medicines for their horses. They vaccinate
with the Onderstepoort vaccination against African
Horse Sickness (AHS), they use tick grease to deter
ticks, and dectomax injections, when they can afford
it, for worms, ticks and mange.
African Horse Sickness is a viral disease caused by the
injection of the virus from a minute midge (Culicoides
botilinos or C. imicola). Horses succumb to the symptoms
of the disease if they get bitten by a lot of midges and
usually if the horse’s immune system has been
compromised. The Onderstepoort live vaccine can
be given between August and late September as a
preventative measure. All owners were aware of AHS,
and most vaccinated, but some around February which
is too late.
In the southern areas, ‘cross breeds’ are a cross between
an EC horse and a Thoroughbred, while in the north a
‘cross breed’ may refer to a cross between a number
of breeds.
A few mixed breeds are bought in Lesotho, as are some Basotho
horses. The breeding of cross-breed mares with selected stallions
is now common.
24
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Numerous owners said they had lost horses to AHS
and/or they knew of horses that had died of the disease.
Some areas such as Nqadu Great Place, Idutywa, Willowvale
areas and around Peddie experience a lot of horse losses
due to AHS. In times of an “outbreak,” it is not advisable
to move horses to or from these areas, and controls are
often enforced by State Vets. Horse owners and race
organisers, however, reported that they were not aware
of this.
A representative from Bayer Animal Health attends as
many horse races as he can to present awareness campaigns
at the events. He advises people to vaccinate annually in
August or September. The Department of Agriculture also
holds awareness campaigns around August where they
vaccinate horses and inform owners of the disease.
Unfortunately, it appears that some owners are informally
 advised to treat AHS with penicillin. Penicillin is used to
treat bacterial infections and can depress the horse’s
immune system making it more susceptible to the severe
symptoms of AHS.
Wounds are treated with old car oil (Hewu District), with
Zeropar (a product marketed by Bayer) or a similar
product (commonly known as “purple spray”), home-
made remedies or “over the counter” medicines bought
at pharmacies. Camphor-smelling cream is rubbed on the
chest of some horses prior to a race. It is unclear what
this is for, but most likely to aid in clear breathing.
It is not common to use much Xhosa amayeza to treat
ailments in horses, other than possibly for broken bones
(Umathunga (Eucomis autumnalis)). Even a herbalist horse
owner said he did nott use medicinal plants  for his horse.
Occasionally horse owners will consult an amaqhirha that
either specialises in animal medicines or has some
knowledge of animal medicines. The owner will describe
the symptoms and the amaqhirha will mix a potion for
the animal. They rarely visit the sick animal. Traditional
medicine for horses is often administered in liquid form
through the nose, as this provides easier access to the
stomach, and is believed to be absorbed faster into the
body.
Camphor-smelling cream is rubbed on the chest of some horses prior to
a race. It is unclear what this is for, but most likely to aid in clear breathing.
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Mr Posiso from Bayer Animal Health talking about AHS
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Cross breeds and Thoroughbreds are usually kept stabled
for at least a month before a race. This is reportedly to
preserve their energy. In some areas, these horses are
likely to be kept stabled almost all the time as races usually
occur bi-monthly. They are fed a strict diet of racing pellets,
whole ‘mielies’ and lucerne. They are given ‘boosters’ for
about a week before the race and some additional ‘boosters’
just before the race to give them extra energy. They are
usually blanketed in winter.
All horses are groomed and owners or a more
knowledgeable person will attend to the farriering work
of trimming hooves. Of all the districts covered in the
south of the Eastern Cape, only in the Hewu District were
some EC horses shod. This was done by the owner. The
practice was far more common in the north. In some
cases it was observed that the shoes were badly put on
and probably caused the horse a lot of discomfort.
Thoroughbreds appear to mostly be shod, some on all
four hooves. It is not certain who their farriers are, but
they are probably local people.
Some owners use charms, spells and special Xhosa amayeza
prior to races. These owners were not willing to share
exactly what they used as they did not want the information
to be published for other horse owners to read. It is
apparently secret traditional knowledge used by their
predecessors. These traditional treatments give horses
strength, courage and also inform them they are going to
race. Some owners also use a whistle to train their horses
and blow these at the start of the race to inform the
horse that it is about to race.
Some of the horses are used for cattle herding and also
as transport between villages, as well as to clinics and
hospitals, but in some areas horses are used only for racing.
Although it is the owner’s responsibility to ensure their
horse is fit for racing, it appears that some horses are still
raced if they are lame or sick.
10 Pellets seems to contain molasses, grain, lucerne, salt and possible
some minerals
11 ‘Mielies’ are maize kernels are reportedly good to build strong
bones
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General Management
Horses are managed by the owners and the management
style is often passed down within the family, aspects of
which are not shared with other horse owners.
Generally, EC horses are left to graze in the areas around
the homestead and village and brought in at night. Horses
used for umkhwelo are fed racing pellets10 and whole,
usually red ‘mielies’11 in the evening and two weeks before
a race, the amount of pellets is doubled. Lucerne is fed
to horses in winter and during drought, or when the
owner can afford extra food. In some areas, however,
horses do not get any special food and are left out to
graze and may only get lucerne and ‘mielies’ in periods of
drought.
A traditional brow band
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There is a fair amount of maltreatment (as defined by the
Animal Protection Act), which is usually due to a lack of
horse care awareness. The training methods for umhambo
seem to be regarded as problematic by certain animal
welfare organisations and, as this is a strongly entrenched
traditional style, resistance to changing these methods can
be expected. Horses are trained to “tripple” by pulling the
reins back and up, thereby forcing their heads up high so
that the horse throws its nose upwards and is forced to
lift up its front legs. In this position, the horse cannot see
and often knocks its front hooves together causing damage.
In Hewu District, these wounds were also treated with
old car oil. During training a horse to “tripple”, special
equipment is sometimes required for the horse such as
brushing boots to prevent serious hoof damage and
wounds to the legs.
Incorrect training in many of the horses seen has caused
U-shaped necks, which creates incorrect confirmation in
the back, hindquarters and legs. This reduces the speed
the horse can go and also causes reduced longevity. There
are more effective and gentler methods to train a horse
to “tripple” which would also improve the performance
of horses in the umhambo races. The gait is reported to
be the most comfortable gate for both horse and rider.
Horses are not specifically trained for endurance racing.
This often results in horses collapsing or dying during the
race, which could be due to a heart attack caused by
over-exertion as a consequence of  insufficient fitness for
such a long race.
Some cases of outright cruelty are found. This is usually
in cases where horses that move freely around villages
stray into crops and are quite severely attacked. There are
also reports of horses “winning too many races” and being
attacked at night, apparently in an attempt to stop them
racing. These “jealousy” cases are apparently more
commonly found in the smaller circles of umhambo racers.
Some people reported horses being “stolen” and raced
at night after which they are found exhausted, wounded
and occasionally suffering  fatal injuries.
A number of welfare organisations do attend races, though
not regularly. These organisations are the Eastern Cape
Horse Care Unit and the Coastal Horse Care Unit (both
branches of the Highveld Horse Care Unit) and Barnyard
Stables Horse Rescue in Mthatha.
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There is a fair amount of hostility to some organisations,
which are perceived as wanting to confiscate the horses
and being unduly harsh in educating horse owners. This
perception is a common problem faced by animal welfare
organisations in South Africa and is being addressed by
some.
The approach of the Eastern Cape Horse Care Unit,
based in Port Elizabeth, is particularly focused on undoing
this perception through education at racing events, and
through their regular outreach clinics. Many horses in a
broad area around Mthatha attend the Barnyard Stables’
Saturday Clinics, which deals with about 300 horses each
week at the clinic and during “call-outs”.
Janine Botha of Barnyard Stables examines a horse
suspected of having AHS
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Horse tack is varied. Some horses have properly
constructed and fitted bridles and saddles, with numnahs
(cushioning under the saddle). Others have ‘make-shift’
tack which is usually ill-fitting and can cause damage to
the horses, or be unsafe. An example is curb chains being
replaced by wire that cuts into the horses chin and bridles
that do not fit the horses head and cause bit damage to
the sides of the mouth. Incorrect use of bits is also common
by, for example, attaching the reins to the incorrect section
of the bit.
Racing saddles are worn by the majority of the horses for
umphalo and umkwelo racing. These are small light saddles.
Conventional saddles are used for umhambo. One of the
riders in the Hewu District was using a McLellan saddle,
which were prevalent during the Boer War. This saddle is
likely 60 to 70 years old.
Jockeys use a “light seat” position for umphalo and umkwelo
racing, with short stirrups, buttocks out of the saddle and
leaning forward over the horses’ neck. Umhambo jockeys
use a “saddle seat” position similar to the position used
in American Saddler riding. This is a position with long
stirrups, buttocks flat in the saddle and their legs extended
almost to the top of the horse’s front legs.
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Jockeys and Tack
Jockeys in umphalo and umkhwelo races were young or
lighter weight  boys, seldom over the age of 16 years.
Most umhambo jockeys are much older. Jockeys are either
trained by a retired jockey, their parents or a friend/family
horse owner. Training of jockeys is also a skill passed down
through generations. Only one of the racing clubs near
Peddie had an ex-jockey that trained young jockeys for
the club. One of the horse owners interviewed has a very
young daughter who he is training to be a jockey. This was
the only case of a female jockey that was noted, though
there may be similar exceptional cases.
The relationship between the horse owner and the jockey
varies. To some people it will be a strictly family relationship,
while others will simply look for the best jockey available.
The jockey will generally be from the community of the
horse owner and have at least a basic relationship with
the horse he is riding.
The majority of jockeys do not wear riding gear. They will
wear trousers and either gumboots or ride barefoot, and
often have no safety helmet. Some jockeys are better
equipped. They will wear jodhpurs, silk racing shirts, safety
helmets and riding boots. Jockeys are usually paid by the
horse owner and riding wear is usually also bought by the
horse owner.
A homemade horse blanket and brow band
- in church colours
A homemade racing saddle
Jockey elegantly cladded but no footwear
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The Drivers and
Intracacies of Traditional
Horse Racing Events
A young umphalo jockey and an EC horse wait for their race
The winners are presented to the organisers
to receive their prize immediately
after a race
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Sport
There are a few traditional sports in the Eastern Cape,
though admittedly they are less common than they
were during the first half of the 20th Century.12 Of
these sports, the only one that has grown into a
thriving sport in its own right is mdyarho. Many traditional
sports are, unfortunately, seldom seen nowadays.
As with many traditional sports around the world,
there must be adaption to contemporary circumstances
which allows them to retain their relevance to the
people involved. Mdyarho has managed to adapt in
this way. It has done so by transforming the sporting
event into a social gathering in its own right.
While initially horses were only raced at gatherings
called for other purposes, now (at mdyarho events)
people will gather for a sort of general celebration
purely to be entertained, a gathering without obligation
and with nothing beyond a passion for the sport of
horse racing.
These events often have a floating trophy, but there
does not appear to be a particular race where the
trophy is challenged e.g. a cup that had been won by
one of the horse owners in Chris Hani District
Municipality, decided to “return the favour” at an
umphalo race to which he had invited horses from
other Districts and put the cup forward to challenge
a new winner. All the praise songs sung to the horses
at that race were about the “the cup belongs to
“Come Again”13 and ”the cup belongs in the family
and in the village”.
People from the Hewu District (Whittlesea) reported
that they used to ride their horses from the District
to Bhisho once a year for a big “trippling” event. Horses
came from all over and there were cups for the
winners. The people also reported that some horses
trippled forwards and others backwards (what was
meant by this is unclear).
Within this sport there are several elements, which
add to the unpredictability of the events, all of which
contribute to the crowd’s excitement and, con-
comitantly, the ability of the sport to draw people
into the mdyarho fraternity and foster a love of horses
and the sport. One such element is the constant
variation of the track. No two tracks are alike. They
will vary in shape, as well as incline and decline. Others
include the horses and the combination of the horses
form and the jockey.
THR is a traditional cultural sport and/or an activity
performed at certain festivals and celebrations.
Traditional Horse Racing is dominated by men in all aspects i.e.
organisers, owners and jockeys.
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12 Interview with Mr Bikitsha, 1 April 2013
13 The name of the stallion belonging to Mr Mafu who won the
cup in an event in the Chris Hani District Municipality.
Mr Mafu's cross breed stallion - Come Again
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Identity
The mdyarho fraternity exists as a kind of sub-culture, the
members of which travel long distances either to race, or
simply to watch. Alongside these participants, the community
in the area of the race venue come out very strongly to
support the race. In this respect, THR events are
fundamentally socio-cultural gatherings, and as such fulfil
a very important role in the communities in which they
occur. It is a space in which the community can come
together and celebrate, while being provided with
entertainment. The impact of THR as a mechanism of
social cohesion should not be underestimated.
This mechanism of social cohesion is reinforced by the
understanding of mdyarho (and particularly umhambo) as
a part of cultural identity; that is, mdyarho is seen as a
traditional practice. Despite the dramatic changes which
have occurred in the sport over the last two centuries
(see Section 4.), it is seen as a single traditional practice
with a long history, which has now taken on a more recent
and socially applicable form.
The understanding of mdyarho as a cultural practice is
reinforced by the fact that the vast majority of venues are
on land administered by traditional authorities and as such
are heavily patronised by the resident traditional leaders.
The traditional leaders, as custodians of culture, are often
seen as the patrons of mdyarho by virtue of this being
seen as a cultural practice. There were, however, some
people who saw this connection between the traditional
leadership and mydarho in a different way. Rather than the
traditional leaders being patrons to mdyraho, mdyraho was
used as a tool by the traditional leaders. If, for example,
a traditional leader wished to hold a community meeting
then he would call a horse race. The traditional leader
would know that this was an effective way of making sure
that people would come to hear him speak.
Economics
The cultural element feeds into understanding the economic
functions of mdyarho and THR. For example, Chief Tyali of
Tsolo mentioned that horses form a large part of the
Amapondomise identity. The Amapondomise, he says, see
themselves as “animal farmers,” thus, when an animal is
purchased a return is expected on that investment. In the
case of horses this is money won at the races. But the
economic benefits are not all related to the investment
in horses. As mentioned above, people will move between
various venues, sometimes travelling long distances with
horses to a race. At the more remote venues, a horse
race may bring a welcome economic boost for the
surrounding villages as some people will require
accommodation in the area.
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People may also make money by
vending at a race. It is notable
that organisers generally frown
upon the sale of alcohol.
While there are already small economic benefits being
seen in mdyarho (in the ways mentioned above), the
massive potential for economic growth and regional
development is yet to be realised. Mdyarho is predominantly
a sport where involvement is based on passion, not
economic gain. It seems unlikely that much profit is made
by each rider at the races, even if they win. Prize money
for fourth place will generally cover the registration costs
while the winner will receive at most R1000 for an average
race (though much more at special races). Considering
the costs of transport and horse care, it’s unlikely that
anyone makes any money from racing their horses.
Importantly, there is very little cost involved for spectators
attending a horse race. This means that there are virtually
no barriers to attendance for those in the vicinity of a
race. People will travel from all over the province to attend
races and will often travel in groups to the race. Combining
transport can reduce the costs for attendees living further
away from the race venue. For people transporting horses
and racing, however, the cost is comparatively high when
transport and registration costs are taken into account.
For those racing, however, the cost is sometimes mitigated
by winnings, which may cover the cost of involvement
and, sometimes, provide a marginal  profit on the investment
athough this is likely to be needed for further horse
maintenance. Transport costs remain the single greatest
barrier to participation, even though the costs of
participation once at the venue are often negligible.
Because of this low cost of attendance, a large number
of people attend and from this group a large number
develop a passion for the sport. This may encourage these
people to get involved in the sport but at this point the
costs become prohibitively high for many. This needs to
be addressed. There is potential to engage youths in the
sport (considering the majority of jockeys are youths) and
hence provide a healthy extra-mural activity. It can also
allow access to other skills, which can, in turn, allow access
to employment after leaving school.
It is notable that the majority of the grooms and work-
riders at Summerveld and Clairwood in Kwazulu Natal
have always been migrant workers from the Eastern Cape
but have never comprised the majority of the trained
jockeys at the Summerveld Jockey Academy.
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What has developed is an indigenous knowledge system
centred on horses which was produced and is owned by
a group not conventionally understood to be a single
‘indigenous’ group. It is important, if the sport is to  avoid
exploitation, to have this sport declared as a part of the
indigenous knowledge system of the areas without excluding
non-Xhosa participants and stakeholders (specifically of
the so-called ‘coloured’ communities of Mthlontlo, Elundini
and Umzimvubu areas, who are very involved in mdyarho,
and numerous participants in Kwazulu-Natal).
The key drivers of THR, thus, appear to be:
• the prestige of displaying ones horse/s to a gathering
of people that share the same interest. One person
interviewed termed the events - “a social cultural
event, where horse racing gives pride to the jockey
and owner”
• entertainment and a social gathering
• celebration of a significant cultural or other event.
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Indigenous knowledge systems
As a cultural and traditional practice, it is important to
understand mdyarho as a part of the Indigenous Knowledge
System of the region. With the regions distinctive training
methods, riding styles, rules of the sport and horse care
methods, mdyarho can (and should) be seen as something
distinctive to this area, developed by the people of this
area and thus collectively owned by the people involved
in it.
That the sport is a part of the indigenous knowledge
system of the area, and has a very real cultural significance
should not be misunderstood. It may give the impression
that this is a specifically Xhosa sport, ‘owned’ by the
amaXhosa. The reality is more complex. While the sport
appears to have developed over the last two centuries
out of a Xhosa practice, it is not an entirely Xhosa practice
today. Rather, it is a regional practice carried out by various
groups in the rural areas from the Amatole District all the
way through to parts of Kwazulu Natal.
The winners circle at Malungeni
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Gambling and
Betting Practices
within THR
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A horse owner shows money to dare others to challenge his horse
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According to the definitions of “gambling” and “betting”
in the Gambling and Betting Act No 5 of 1997 as
amended by the Gambling and Betting Amendment
Act (Eastern Cape), No. 8 of 2002), no organised
gambling or betting currently takes places.
Reports suggest that gambling was more prevalent
one or two decades ago. According to the observations
of the research team, occasional private wagers take
place at some of the mdyarho events between the
horse owners.
No organised gambling of betting currently takes place
at traditional horse racing events.
Occasional private wagers take place at some of the
mdyarho events.
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The first seconds of an umphalo race
A boy leads a horse to the race track
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Provincial, District and Local
Municipalities
The Eastern Cape Provincial Department of Economic
Affairs and Tourism has indicated that it will showcase
THR as another tourist attraction.
The Sport and Rural Development Departments of
most District and Local Municipalities support traditional
horse racing and are willing to promote it, and the
Amathole District Municipality is currently identifying
potential jockeys to be sent to a professional jockey
academy.
The Department of Agriculture supports traditional
horse racing as a rural agricultural activity. It was
reported that the clubs are starting to work more
closely with the District Municipalities and are receiving
more support (such as catering) at some of the races.
 The Department of Arts and Culture occasionally
sponsor prizes for events, mainly in the northern areas
of the Eastern Cape. The Eastern Cape Department
of Sports, Recreation, Arts & Culture sponsor an
annual ‘Provincial Championship’ which incorporates
both the OR Tambo HRA and ECAHRA. Alongside
the prize money sponsorship, winners receive
sponsorship to attend and participate in the annual
Dundee Traditional Horse Racing Festival which takes
place in July and is hosted by the Kwazulu Natal
Provincial Government.
Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism Agency
As a tourism agency in the province, the EC Parks
and Tourism Agency encourage any activity that seeks
to restore the culture and heritage of the Eastern
Cape. Indigenous horse racing is seen as one of these
activities. As an agency, together with their partners
i.e. House of Traditional Leaders and Department of
Sports, Arts and Culture, they are planning to host
the Isingqisethu Wild Coast Cultural Festival in
September 2013 and one of the elements of the
event is indigenous horse racing. In essence, as an
agency, they are behind this sport and would like to
see communities not only using it as a reflection of
who they are and where they come from but also as
a way creating jobs and enhancing local economies.
State Vets
State vets provide information, awareness and
vaccinating campaigns. These are held in numerous
areas in August and September, which is the time to
vaccinate horses against African Horse Sickness.
However, campaigns are no longer held regularly.
Eastern Cape House of Traditional
Leaders
Extensive correspondence was exchanged with Ms
Tina Namba (Personal Assistant to the Chairperson,
Chief Matanzima) of the Eastern Cape House of
Traditional Leaders in order to secure a meeting with
traditional leaders. A telephonic interview with Chief
Matanzima was conducted in which he indicated that
they could contribute little to the researchers’
understanding of the sport. A meeting was arranged
for the 19 of April but was cancelled at short notice
by the House of Traditional Leaders. After further
correspondence, a one hour meeting was scheduled
at very short notice with the ECHTL Executive
Committee at the Savoy Hotel, Mthatha, on Thursday
02 May. The research team attended that meeting
where Chief Matanzima confirmed his initial statements.
Department of Economic Development,
Environmental Affairs and Tourism
This Department will support the development and
promotion of Traditional Horse Racing in the Eastern
Cape.
The Eastern Cape Horse Care Unit & the Coastal
Horse Care Unit
Both the Eastern Cape and Coastal Horse Care Units
are regional branches of the Highveld Horse Care
Unit, based in Gauteng. These two branches attend
THR events in the Eastern Cape where they provide
excellent support and a pragmatic approach to equine
welfare issues.
The Eastern Cape Provincial Department of Economic
Affairs and Tourism has indicated that it will showcase
THR as another tourist attraction.
It was reported that the clubs are starting to work more closely
with the District Municipalities and are receiving more support
at some of the races.
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The winner of an umhambo race slows after crossing the finish line at Tsolo Junction
From Left: Mr Bidi (Secretary of OR Tambo HRA),
 ‘Chief’, Sizwe Notununu (Ngqeleni Horse Racing Club)
and Mr Madiba (Chairman of OR Tambo HRA)
discuss the day’s proceedings before a race
at Tsolo Junction
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Support
During the course of interviews participants were
asked to discuss the desired support to better
encourage the growth of mdyarho. This line of
questioning was not limited to the individual
requirements of the participant and the participants
were also asked to look beyond their own needs and
explain what they viewed as best for the sport as a
whole.
Race venue infrastructure development
Overwhelmingly the most common response in the
northern areas was that facilities should be upgraded.
There was near complete consensus on the issue of
tracks. The most common request was for railings to
be built alongside tracks, and for tracks to be properly
graded and prepared so that they do not pose a
threat to both horses and jockeys, and spectators This
would dramatically improve safety by ensuring that
horses do not stray into spectators and vice versa,
while contributing to the prevention of accidents
during races. It would also prevent livestock in the
vicinity from straying onto the track during a race.
In addition, a major requirement was shelter and a
water-tank for spectators. A major issue in some
venues was the impact the race meetings had  on the
water supplies of the local community.
A facility for horses at the race venue was also of
major concern. Many participants said that if stables
could be erected at the venues, for example, then
horses would be able to properly rest before a race
and better their performance by reducing stress levels.
This would enable owners to transport their horses
prior to a race. Water provision for horses is also vital.
It would also provide shelter for horses during bouts
of poor weather on race days.
Another request was for a professional centralised
venue to be built with professional facilities (some
participants went as far as to say that grandstands and
big screen televisions should be installed). The majority
of participants mentioned the venue at Tsolo Junction
as the venue with most potential for development
because of its size, central location, proximity to the
N2 and, simply, its beauty.
Some people opposed this request for the upgrade
of facilities at Tsolo Junction. Many felt that by building
a centralised venue the other venues on the circuit
would be neglected. As mentioned in 3.6, the outlying
venues bring economic benefits for the communities
surrounding them. There was concern that these
benefits would be lost should any one venue be given
priority and greater centralisation of racing events
occur.
A main  reason for opposing the plan to centralise
the sport around a single venue was the impact it
would have on participation in the sport as a
consequence of increased  transport costs. Currently
races occur over a wide area, which allows many
people to attend one or two larger races where they
cannot afford the transport costs to races that are
further away. Developing a single venue would greatly
contribute to the success of the sport in the area of
the venue, but would effectively exclude a large part
of the mdyarho fraternity from benefitting from the
development.
Horse care and jockey training
Many people, particularly in the southern areas,
requested advice or training workshops on horse
care, including veterinary care and identification of
common diseases, farrier training (how to trim and
shoe hooves), diet and feeding plans, and general horse
maintenance.
Information on how to train jockeys was requested,
particularly for umphalo racing. Jockey safety was an
important consideration. People also requested
information on acquiring used tack and jockey safety
wear, or how they could get these donated as prizes.
The people in the Hewu District requested safe areas
to keep their horses at night as they are often taken
by other people in the villages and raced at night or
ridden to neighbouring villages. Horses were often
found in the mornings exhausted and on occasions
with serious, sometimes fatal, injuries.
A major issue in some venues was the impact the race
meetings had on the water supplies of the local
community.
Water provision for horses is also vital.
38
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Transport
Transport is the single largest impediment to participation,
and there was a clear class discrepancy in responses with
regard to transport. Those of lower economic income
brackets uniformly rated access to transport as their
greatest concern, while this was seldom mentioned by
those of higher economic income brackets. Those who
did mention transport as a problem (this includes a large
number of participants) often explicitly said that, while
better facilities at venues would certainly be positive, the
priority is transport for horses and jockeys to venues.
Without this transport, most facilities are inaccessible.
Legislation and Policy Development
Interventions
Venues are almost always situated on communal land
administered by traditional authorities and any attempt
to develop land on which a track is situated is met with
great resistance by the community. There are, however,
still attempts by private developers to develop over tracks.
In order to formally declare these venues as race tracks,
it is necessary to ensure the Provincial, District and Local
Municipalities have these areas included in their Strategic
Development Plans and that they are appropriately zoned
with  support from Traditional Leaders.
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Inclusion into the Local Municipalities Integrated
Development Plans (IDPs) would also ensure that these
areas are appropriately protected from unrelated
developments and that the Local Municipalities can include
financial support for maintenance of the tracks in their
budgets.
The establishment of minimum safety standards is advisable.
Education programmes and monitoring would be necessary
in order to enforce minimum safety standards. This would
ensure that owners and jockeys have the necessary
knowledge and skills to implement and adhere to the legal
standards. All too often, standards and requirements are
enforced without the people having prior knowledge of
the requirements and how to implement them. Ways to
supply the otherwise financially inaccessible safety equipment
(such as helmets for jockeys, properly fitting appropriate
tack and spectator safety mechanisms) would also be
needed.
The trench indicating the edge of the track at Tsolo Junction
with the finish line hammered into place
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Environmental Authorisation in terms of the National
Environmental Management Act (107 of 1998):
Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations will most
likely be required should any listed activities specified in
the Regulations be triggered for the development or
upgrading of venues for race tracks and supporting
infrastructure. Consultation with the appropriate authorising
government departments would be required to ensure
compliance.
Naturally, if any betting or gambling takes place at race
venues, relevant sections of the Gambling and Betting Act
No 5 of 1997 as amended by Gambling and Betting
Amendment Act (Eastern Cape), No. 8 of 2002), would
need regulation and enforcement.
40
Government and civil society should move towards
enforcement of the various animal protection acts. These
include the Animal Protection Act, Act 71 of 1962 and
the Performing Animals Protection Act 24 of 1935 as
amended by the Protection of Animals Amendment Act,
No. 7 of 1991. Animal welfare organisations could provide
valuable awareness and support regarding the content
and implementation of this legislation. Some animal welfare
organisations were regarded negatively by the horse
owning community, which is likely to be due to these
organisations attempting to enforce aspects of the legislation
without firstly informing the people about their content
and assisting with implementation.
An assessment should be carried out examining the
possibility of protecting mdyarho under Indigenous
Knowledge Systems law in order to ensure the equitable
development of the sport. This should be done in such a
way as to prevent exclusion of non-Xhosa stakeholders
as covered in Section 3.6. A second draft of the Protection
of Indigenous Knowledge Bill has recently been gazetted,
which includes the protection of Indigenous Intellectual
Property.
People dance and sing while
leading a horse down
to race
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Mr Nombayeka and his jockey son, winner of annual umkhwelo
Zulukama Traditional
Dancers
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The Provincial Department of Economic Affairs and
Tourism has stated that they propose to showcase
Traditional Horse Racing as a tourism product, with
the aim of improving the economic activities
throughout the province. This was echoed by some
of the District and Local Municipalities mainly through
their Arts and Culture Departments. The Amathole
District Municipality has resolved to prioritise
Traditional Horse Racing and support it financially
as it “is indigenous and not expensive to participate
in and promotes social cohesion among
communities”. The Provincial Department of
Economic Affairs and Tourism has also indicated the
potential of developing the sport.
The research conducted by Rhodes University indicated
that the major potential for tourism seems most likely
to be as a local tourism project through marketing
cultural festivals and events, and some of the larger
races. Cultural activities could be included at these
events and could include traditional dancers, sale of
traditional clothes, food and other crafts, including
traditional wear for both horses and jockeys. There is
also the potential for business tourism through, for
example, agricultural shows where various other
locally-produced agricultural products can be
showcased.
The Tsolo Junction site, based adjacent to the N2,
already attracts passersby who stop and watch from
the road. Chief Tyali also mentioned a number of
“indigenous games” which could be combined into
an agricultural show or festival at the site (which he
administers). The December 26th Race in Qumbu is
already a tourist attraction which draws between ten
(10) and twenty (20) thousand people each year.
There is thus enormous  potential to develop mdyarho
as a tourism product.
Tourism authorities and service providers have long
considered the possible ways in which the benefits
from tourism seen on the ‘Wild Coast’ tourist route
can be used to benefit the highly under-developed
inland areas. Mdyarho may be one possible way of
drawing tourists inland.
The introduction of gambling and/or betting activities
is not recommended as THR is currently practiced as
a traditional sport, promoting social cohesion and
entertainment in the communities. The introduction
of gambling and/or betting is likely to change the
dynamics of the sport and its importance as an element
of social cohesion.
The Provincial Department of Economic Affairs and
Tourism proposes to showcase Traditional Horse Racing
as a tourism product, with the aim of improving the
economic activities throughout the province.
Major potential for tourism seems most likely to be as a local
tourism project through marketing cultural festivals and events,
and at some of the larger races.
42
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Findings and
Recommendations
A young man practices with his horse before a race
Horses being led to the start of a race
accompanied by singing and dancing
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The findings and recommendations aligned to each
activity as it is specified in the Service Level Agreement
between ECGBB and Rhodes University are listed
below:
1. Investigation of the extent of
traditional horseracing in the Eastern
Cape, in other words, where it is
practiced, how it is practiced and
how it is managed.
Key findings:
Research was conducted in the Amathole, Chris
Hani and Oliver Tambo District Municipalities.
Following the research that was conducted,
engagement and interviewing of various
participants, visits to various areas where horse
racing took place, the following key findings
emerged:
a) THR is commonly practiced in the Local
Municipalities of Ngqushwa (Peddie), Mbashe
(Idutywa), Nkonkobe (Fort Beaufort/Alice),
Amahlathi (Kieskammahoek), Mnquma
(Butterworth/Centane) and Buffalo City Metropole
(King Williams Town) in the Amathole District
Municipality. In the Chris Hani District Municipality,
THR occurs in Lukanji (Whittlesea/Hewu District),
Engcobo (Engcobo) and Intsika Yethu (Cofimvaba)
Local Municipalities. In the Oliver Tambo District
Municipality THR occurs in Mhlontlo
(Tsolo/Qumbu), King Sabata Dalindyebo, Nyandeni,
Mbizana, Port St Johns, Ingquza and Ntabankulu
Local Municipalities, as well as in the Umzimvubu
Municipality of Alfred Nzo District.
b) THR is not limited to the Eastern Cape and is
also practiced in both Kwazulu Natal and Lesotho.
c) Within these Local Municipalities, various tracks
exist in one or more of the villages.
d) Historically THR was used as a form of cultural
entertainment. Three styles are practiced: umphalo
(speed/turf/galloping), umhambo (tripple) and
umkhwelo (endurance).
e) A number of clubs and associations have been
established in order to facilitate mdyarho events.
These vary considerably in size, focus and
organisation.
The following recommendations are made to the ECGBB:
a) More extensive research on other areas where
THR might be practiced in the Eastern Cape, and
other surrounding areas, to ensure areas are not
excluded.
b) A complete inventory should be compiled of the
villages and race tracks within the areas and how
often they are used and for what races.
c) Mdyarho should be protected as a traditional sport
including the associated Indigenous Knowledge
System.
THR is not limited to the Eastern Cape and is also
practiced in both Kwazulu Natal and Lesotho.
A number of clubs and associations have been established in
order to facilitate mdyarho events.  These vary considerably in
size, focus and organisation.
44
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2. The established drivers or intricacies of
Traditional Horse Racing within the Eastern
Cape Province.
Key findings:
a) The key drivers include:
• The prestige of displaying a  horse/s to a gathering of
people that share the same interest. One person
interviewed termed the events - “a social cultural event,
where horse racing gives pride to the jockey and
owner”.
• Entertainment at a social gathering.
• Celebration of a significant cultural or other event.
b) The key intricacies determined are:
• THR is a traditional sport that has survived for over a
150 years.
• The management of events has adapted to changes in
society, and
• It is  predominantly male dominated in all aspects i.e.
organisers, owners and jockeys.
The following recommendations are made to the ECGBB:
a) In order for THR to remain as a traditional sport, the drivers
as described above should be maintained. If the drivers
move too far away from their current emphasis, and mdyarho
becomes predominantly about financial gain, it is likely that
a negative impact on the dynamics of the sport and on
community cohesion will result.
b) In addition, women could be encouraged to play a role at
the events e.g. operation of food stalls, selling traditional
hand-made horse and jockey garments (numnahs, blankets,
brow bands and shirts).
3. Investigation of how the horses are managed
(breeding, health care, general management
of horses) in those areas where traditional
horse racing is being practiced.
Key findings:
a) With regards to the breeding of horses:
• EC horses and cross-breeds are usually bred by the
owners.
• Cross breeds are a mix of EC Horses and some other
faster breed.
• Thoroughbred horses are bought off the formal racing
industry race tracks.
b) With regards to the health care of horses:
• Allopathic medicines are mainly used, when owners
can afford them.
• Some horses are vaccinated against African Horse
Sickness, but not always annually.
• Government assistance, for example from State Vets,
has decreased over the last few years.
• Few people use plant based medicines, though these
are available.
• Horse owners are responsible for determining whether
a horse is fit to race.
c) With regards to the general management of horses:
• Horses are left out to graze during the day and brought
in at night, but are kept mostly stabled two (2) weeks
prior to a race.
• Most horses are fed racing pellets, whole mielies and
sometimes lucerne.
• Horse owners or someone from the village will perform
farrier and gelding services.
• Horse management is a skill learned from older
generations and often comes with secrets not shared
with other horse owners.
• Most horses do not undergo a set training routine for
racing.
• Horses are also used for herding and transport.
d) With regards to jockeys and tack:
• Jockeys are usually the young sons of horse owners or
other close relatives.
• They are normally trained by their fathers, or by an ex-
jockey.
• The horse owner pays the jockey, purchases racing
clothes and is responsible for decisions regarding the
jockey.
• Tack varies from appropriate and well-fitting to ill-fitting
and incorrectly used.
Based on an investigation into the Indigenous Knowledge Systems
associated with management of horses, the following
recommendations are therefore made to the ECGBB:
a) Information on breeding techniques and the selection of
horses could be provided to horse owners.
b) Information and assistance on appropriate and affordable
health care e.g. plant based medicines, could be provided
to horse owners.
c) Information on appropriate and more effective training
methods and farrier skills could be provided.
d) Information on jockey training and jockey safety wear is
required.
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4. The established existence or non-existence
of associations or formal or informal
structures associated with traditional horse
racing within the Eastern Cape Province
including their responsibilities and activities
towards traditional horse racing in the
Eastern Cape Province.
Key findings show that THR is managed by organised groups
and this management varies:
a) Racing clubs first began to emerge about a century ago to
organise and manage races within their areas, which are
normally between villages within a 20km radius.
b) The Eastern Cape Amateur Horse Racing Association
(ECAHRA) was established about 15 years ago with the
mandate to support and develop amateur Thoroughbred
racing. They organise mainly umphalo for Thoroughbred
horses, but are influential through co-hosting fixtures with
local clubs.
c) The OR Tambo Horse Racing Association is the only District
association that was noted, and specialises in EC Horse
racing. It is mainly, but not entirely, based in the Oliver Tambo
District Municipality.
d) Ad hoc races occur regularly outside of the above organised
races.
The following recommendations are made to ECGBB:
a) An investigation to determine the existence of other clubs
in other areas, to ensure that all THR clubs and organising
structures, at all levels, are identified.
b) Assistance with registering and sourcing sponsorship for
the ECAHRA.
c) Assistance with registering and sourcing sponsorship for
the OR Tambo HRA.
d) Encouraging cooperation between the OR Tambo HRA
and ECAHRA, thereby creating greater unity of the sport
and encouraging skills transfer.
e) An investigation into the frequency and occurrences of ad
hoc races to ensure these are captured in future status
reports.
5. The establishment of whether traditional
horse racing is viewed or seen as a
traditional sport, and not for competitive
purposes, or recreational activity to show
case horses from different communities
and owners.
Key findings:
a) THR is viewed as a traditional sport for entertainment and
prestige.
b) THR has great cultural significance, yet involves stakeholders
of various cultural backgrounds and has diverse cultural
influences.
c) It is also viewed as a way to showcase horses.
The following recommendations are made to ECGBB:
a) The Indigenous Knowledge System associated with the
traditional sport should be captured, documented and
protected in accordance with relevant legislation.
6. The investigation into whether there is
betting that is taking place during traditional
horse racing and how the betting is taking
place and managed during traditional horse
racing.
Key findings:
a) No betting or gambling was observed or reported during
this research.
b) Some betting apparently took place about 15-20 years ago,
but was stopped by the ECGBB.
c) Occasional private wagers occurs between horse owners.
The following recommendations are made to ECGBB:
a) Betting and/or gambling should not be encouraged within
THR.
7. An investigation into whether there is a
need for support and what type of support
is required for traditional horse racing and
who should provide that support and what
kind of support that should be provided.
Key findings regarding the support needed for THR:
a) Race tracks in some areas are demarcated by deep trenches
on the edges, which are dangerous to horses, jockeys and
spectators.
b) Race venues currently have no safety measures and no
infrastructure at the race tracks.
c) Horse and jockey training methods are often outdated and
inappropriate.
d) Transport for horses to races is a severely limiting factor
for the attendance of horses at races.
The following recommendations are made to ECGBB:
a) Provide assistance with track preparation and maintenance.
b) Install safety measures (i.e. railings) along race tracks to
protect spectators and to prevent horses from leaving the
track.
c) Establish horse and jockey training workshops, with the
view to expanding on the established Indigenous Knowledge
System.
d) Encourage Government Departments who have shown an
interest in THR, to sponsor transport of horses to and from
race meetings.
46
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8. Investigate and establish policy development
interventions that may be required to
support traditional horse racing if there is
a need for such interventions. The policy
interventions must also outline clear policy
and legislative regimes to be utilised to
ensure appropriate and sustainable
interventions including the potential of being
regulated if there will be betting and gambling
during traditional horse racing events.
Key findings have shown that:
a) Race tracks are not currently protected in terms of Municipal
Zoning.
b) THR is currently not managed or governed according to
any legislation.
c) People involved with THR are not aware of any legislation
they should be adhering to or enforcing.
d) Two initiatives (Masibambane Race Club and Multi-purpose
Primary Co-op and Mafumana Race Course) have proposed
to establish professional race tracks with betting facilities.
The following recommendations are made to ECGBB:
a) To ensure the protection of the current race tracks from
being developed, the sites must be included on local municipal
Strategic Development Plans. Projects to develop race
venues should also be included in Local Municipalities
Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) which would allow
municipalities to include upgrading of venues into their
annual budgets.
b) Eastern Cape House of Traditional Leaders could make
provision to have parts of communal land protected as
tracks.
c) The following legislation must be considered:
• The establishment of minimum safety standards dealing
specifically with THR events is advisable. Education
programmes and monitoring would be necessary in
order to enforce minimum safety standards. This would
ensure that owners and jockeys have the necessary
knowledge and skills to implement and adhere to the
legal standards. All too often, standards and requirements
are enforced without the people having prior knowledge
of the requirements and how to implement them. Ways
to supply the otherwise financially inaccessible safety
equipment (such as helmets for jockeys, properly fitting
appropriate tack and spectator safety mechanisms)
would be needed.
• Government and civil society should move towards
enforcement of the various animal protection acts.
These include the Animal Protection Act, Act 71 of
1962 and the Performing Animals Protection Act 24 of
1935 as amended by the Protection of Animals
Amendment Act, No. 7 of 1991. Animal welfare
organisations could provide valuable education and
support regarding the content and implementation of
these legislations.
• An assessment should be carried out examining the
possibility of protecting mdyarho under Indigenous
Knowledge Systems law in order to ensure the equitable
development of the sport. This should be done in such
a way as to prevent exclusion of non-Xhosa stakeholders
(as covered in Section 3.6). A second draft of the
Protection of Indigenous Knowledge Bill has recently
been gazetted, which includes an allowance for the
protection of indigenous intellectual property.
d) Information sharing workshops should be organised to
explain the various legislation that could be enforced.
e) If the business ventures are realised, relevant sections of
the Gambling and Betting Act No 5 of 1997 as amended
by Gambling and Betting Amendment Act (Eastern Cape),
No. 8 of 2002), would need enforcement. At present,
however, no enforcement appears to be necessary.
f) Consideration should be given to supplying some of the
major clubs and associations with certain movable assets,
such as a water tanks and shelters.
g) A development intervention should be designed to uniformly
upgrade venues. This should be carried out in the form of
a pilot project at a popular venue. The Tsolo Junction venue
has been identified as suitable for such a pilot project.
9. The investigation into promoting traditional
horse racing as a tourism product.
This section investigated the possible areas of THR that could
potentially be developed as a tourism product, and the key
findings include:
a) In order for THR to remain as a traditional sport, the drivers
as described above (point 2) should be maintained. If the
drivers move too far away from their current emphasis,
and mdyarho becomes predominantly about financial gain,
it is likely that a negative impact on the dynamics of the
sport and on community cohesion will result.
b) THR could potentially be developed as a local tourism
project by marketing cultural festivals and events, and some
of the larger races. Cultural activities could be included at
these events and could include traditional dancers, sale of
traditional clothes, horse blankets, numnahs and brow bands,
food and other crafts.
c) There is also the potential for business tourism through,
for example, agricultural shows where various other locally-
produced agricultural products can be showcased.
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Recommendations per finding to ECGBB:
a) Investigate which festivals would be suitable to promote as
tourism products. Some possibilities include the 26th
December Qumbu Race, Ntaba Kandoda festival, King
Sigcawu festival and festivals in the Hewu District.
b) Agricultural shows that last a few days could be encouraged.
In this way accommodation and food purchases could
expand business opportunities within the host areas.
General recommendation to ECGBB:
A thorough investigation into the feasibility of developing aspects
of THR into tourism products must be undertaken and must
include the protection of the traditional knowledge systems
associated with THR and include improvement of horse care
and training, jockey and spectator safety and assistance in
organising and transporting horses to the events.
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The start of an umphalo race in heavy rain
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Traditional Horse Racing was found to be a socio-
cultural activity that has been practiced and developed
over the past one and a half centuries and has its own
acquired Indigenous Knowledge System. It is primarily
a male dominated activity which crosses class and
cultural boundaries. Historically it was practiced during
cultural festivals and ceremonies, preceded, probably
almost two centuries ago, by ox racing. Horse races
became more frequent and now races occur almost
every weekend. Racing clubs were formed about a
century ago and more recently associations have been
formed that organise set fixtures. THR is widespread
over the regions of the Eastern Cape.
No gambling or betting, as defined in the Gambling
and Betting Act No 5 of 1997, occurs at the races.
Entrance fees per horse per race are paid and this is
allocated to administration, judges and prize money.
Private and government sectors occasionally sponsor
some races.
Management of horses, jockeys and the races is varied
and is not guided by any current legislation or policies,
but is mainly through traditional knowledge passed
on through generations in horse-owning families.
Thoroughbred, Cross-breed and EC horses are kept
and used, almost exclusively, for racing, although some
are used for transport and herding. The average
number of horses owned per person is three, although
the range is between one and seven (and  occasionally
more).
The research conducted on the status of traditional
horse racing produced a baseline understanding of
Traditional Horse Racing in the Eastern Cape. However,
the time frame did not allow for gathering of sufficient
information to produce a complete status report. A
more extensive status report is necessary in order to
fully understand the traditional aspects and knowledge
systems associated with all aspects of traditional horse
racing discussed herein. This is particularly important
if the sport is to be promoted as a tourism product.
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No research to date has been undertaken on Traditional Horse
Racing in the Eastern Cape. The status of Traditional Horse
Racing as presented in this report is mostly primary and exploratory
research.
The young winners are immediately presented to the event
organisers to receive their prizes
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Summary of
Recommendations
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An EC horse used in umhambo races
An example of umhambo riding
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The following recommendations are
presented for consideration in ensuring
that this traditional sport is properly
managed, protected and developed.
This is both for the sport as a cultural activity and if
aspects are to be promoted as a tourism product.
1. The associations involved in mdyarho should be
encouraged to cooperate further in arranging
fixtures. Observations indicate that there are
many potential points of convergence where
skills transfers can occur between the
organisations. It is the view of the research team
that further cooperation and incentives to
cooperate would greatly benefit the development
of the sport.
2. A thorough investigation should be carried out
into the Knowledge System that currently drives
and controls Traditional Horse Racing with a
view to assessing the potential of protecting
THR under Indigenous Knowledge Systems law.
3. A thorough investigation into the origins and
functioning of the clubs and associations that
currently manage traditional horse racing events
should be carried out. This investigation should
also ascertain the way in which THR has
developed from its early cultural forms into the
contemporary mdyarho practices and contribute
to understanding the potential to protect mdyarho
under Indigenous Knowledge Systems law.
4. The potential to assist jockeys (including the
potential to assist in training) based on systems
currently in place through traditional knowledge
should be assessed.
5. Training workshops and monitoring of horse
care and management based on the systems
currently in place through traditional knowledge
should be developed and implemented.
6. Training and education sessions on the content
and implementation of relevant Legislation that
requires enforcement should be established
possibly through animal welfare organisations
working the region.
7. The establishment of a pilot project for the
development of venues should be implemented.
This should be done in such a manner as to
avoid centralising the sport and with a view to
standardised development of all major venues
identified through a thorough investigation.
8.  An assessment of the potential for supplying
the associations with a water tanks and marquees
for use at races.
9. Relevant government departments and
municipalities should be liaised with to ensure
the inclusion of THR in their economic and social
development plans.
10. A more detailed investigation into how traditional
horse racing can be developed into an appropriate
and equitable tourism product should be
conducted.
52
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Appendix 1
List of role players and stakeholders contacted
and interviewed.
12 jockeys
1 Mr. Andile - Secretary of ECAHRA (Cofimvaba)
2 Mr. Atwell Lutinto - EC horse owner (Qumbu)
3 Mr. Bewu - Masibambane Race Club, Rabe
4 Mr. Curnick Bikitsha - Long-time owner and racer of
Thoroughbreds and EC Horses (Mbentsa)
5 Mr. ML, Bidi - OR Tambo HRA, Secretary
6 Mr. Bilatye - Cofimvaba, horse owner
7 Mr. Councillor - Hewu District
8 Mr. Anthony, Cox - Thoroughbred owner (Mount Frere)
9 Mr. Siza, Dwani - sponser and owner of KwaBhefili Trading
10 Mr. Els, Leon - Director Department Economic Affairs,
Environment and Toursim
11 Ms. Finca, Thobeka - organising committee for the Ntaba
Kandoda Festival, Rabula
12 Mr. Gantsho - (member,  Masibambane Racing Club, Pirie
Mission)
13 Mr. Norman Gege - EC horse owner and racer (Queenstown
and Working in Mthatha)
14 Ms. Hope, Megan - Eastern Cape Horse Care Unit (Port
Elizabeth)
15 Mr. Jamani, Ndongezile - Thoroughbred owner, Alice
16 Mz. Janine Botha - Owner & Manager of Barnyard Stables
Mthatha Horse Rescue (Mthatha)
17 Mr. Monwabisi, Jende - (Msenge Wase-Jama Co-op) -
spectator
18 Mr. Kiva - Masikane Race Club, Mxalanga
19 Mr. M, Kopo - (Masibambane Racing Club, Pirie Mission)
20 Mr. JP, Kweya - (Masibambane Racing Club, Pirie Mission)
21 Mr. Lifube - Ex-jockey and now umhambo style trainer
(Whittlesea)
22 Mr. Brian, Lottering - Chairman of ECAHRA (Qumbu)
23 Chief Mabona - Pirie Mission
24 Chief Madiba - Brother of Mr Madiba, a life-long spectator
25 Mr. Madiba - Chairman of OR Tambo HRA (Qumbu)
26 Prince Madlongwana - Traditional leader for Hewu District
27 Mr. Kwakhona, Mafu - Chairperson Amajana Racing Club
(KwaNgqwele Location), Amathole representative of
ECAHRA and horse owner
28 Mr. Mafu’s brother - carer of Mr Mafu’s horses
29 Mr. Lumumba, Makaula - Organiser and Thoroughbred
owner (Mount Frere)
30 Mr. Daniel, Maku - (Chairperson Vukuzenzele Racing Club
(Nkonkobe Local Municipality) and horse owner
31 Mr. Mapiki - Long-time horse owner and Racer of EC Horses
(Xulu)
32 Mr. Maqokolo - Race organiser and EC Horse owner
(Malungeni)
33 Mr. Matadi - (Masibambane Racing Club, Pirie Mission)
34 Chief Matanzima - Chairperson Eastern Cape House of
Traditional Leaders
35 Mr. Xolani, Matiwane - organiser of local imphalo races,
Nocampa Location and horse owner
36 Mr. Mazibuko - organising committee for the Ntaba Kandoda
Festival, Rabula
37 Mr. Bongani, Mbembeni - (one of Mr Mafu’s jockeys)
38 Dr. Mceta - Department of Agriculture (oversees Animal
Health Technicians and the AHS awareness campaigns)
38 Mr. Mgobhi Mbanya - Ex-jockey and now umhambo style
trainer (Thambo Village, Hewu District)
40 Mr. Mhlauli - Hewu District
41 Mr. MA, Mhleli - (Masibambane Racing Club, Pirie Mission)
42 Mr. Mkosana - (Chairperson, Masibambane Racing Club,
Pirie Mission)
43 Mr. Mlungu - Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism Agency
44 Mr. M, Mtsishe - (Masibambane Racing Club, Pirie Mission)
45 Mr. Ncanywa - Department of Arts and Culture
46 Mr. Hamilton, Ndwayana - Agricultural Officer, Amathole
District Municipality
47 Mr. Nkalane - Media Relations of OR Tambo HRA (Xulu)
48 Mr. Jongumuzi, Nombayeka - (Chairperson Masibambane
Racing Club, Phewuleni Village) and horse owner
49 Mr. Sizwe, Notununu - Horse owner, umhambo racer and
founder of Ngqeleni Racing Club (Ngqeleni)
50 Mr. Bulelani, Posiso - Bayer Animal Health Representative
(African Horse Sickness awareness campaigns at various
race venues)
51 Mr. Lwazi, Qina - Masikane Race Club, Kieskammahoek
52 Mr. Sangotsha - Masibambani Race Club and Multi-purpose
Primary Co-oporation
53 Prince Sigcawu - (Butterworth)
54 Mr. Siveke - Masikane Race Club, Mxalanga
55 Mr. Stanley Luyanda Adam - Inspector from the Eastern
Cape Horse Care Unit (Port Elizabeth)
56 Mr. Shakes, Swartbooi - Thoroughbred horse owner (Qumbu)
57 Mr. Tsewu - race organiser at Xhukwane Village and horse
owner
58 Mr. Tukani - Masibambani Race Club and Multi-purpose
Primary Co-oporation
59 Chief Tyali - Traditional Leader administering Tsolo area
(Tsolo)
60 Mr. Siyabonga, Xoshomba - ex-jockey and now trains jockeys
for Masibambane Racing Club, Phewuleni Village
61 Mr. Zingithwa - spectator and assists in organising local races
in Mdingi Location
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